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ART. X VIII.—Church Bells in Cumberland Ward, No. II.

By Rev. H. WHITEHEAD.
Communicated at Kendal, Sept. 8, 1886.
HE following paper concludes the account of the bells
in the parishes of the old Cumberland Ward ; for the
first part* of which see Vol. VIII, pp. 505-531, of these
Transactions.

T

COTEHILL WITH CUMWHINTON.
Cotehill and Cumwhinton, which together form a township of Wetheral, were made a separate ecclesiastical
district in 1869.
The church, consecrated on Dec. 27 in that year, has
a narrow square tower, on the top of which is a cot containing one bell, inscribed :
J. WARNER & SONS LONDON

1869.

It is 14 inches in diameter, weighs about 68 lbs., and is
rung by a lever.
CUMDIVOCK.
The churchwardens of Nether Denton, which is about
eighteen miles distant from Cumdivock, in their " presentments " for the year 1719, said :—
The steeple of our church is not in good repair.
Neither have we any bell.

The paper from which this statement is taken (ante vi,
436 ) continues :At what time they procured a bell there is nothing to shew ; but it
must have been before 1749, the terrier for which year reports " One
Bel, the weight uncertain ". In 1868, when the church was rebuilt,
* The title of Part I. has been accidentally omitted from the table of
"Contents" prefixed to vol. viii.
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a new bell was presented by Mr. C. Taylor, of Low Houses. There
is a prevalent belief that the old bell went to some other church ; but
to what church no one can say.

But, though the Nether Denton parishioners do not know
to what church their old bell went, the Cumdivock folk
happen to know to what church it came. It now hangs in
a cot on the west gable at Cumdivock. It is 13 inches in
diameter, weighs about 62 lbs., and has no inscription but
a date : 1719. From which it appears that the Nether
Denton churchwardens of 1719 lost no time in remedying
the defect which they reported.
Cumdivock, a township of Dalston, had no church until
1871. We have here, then, as at Blackford (ante vii, 223),
a bell a century and a half older than the church to which
it now belongs.
DALSTON.
In Edward VI's Inventory of Church Goods Dalston is
reported as having
ij prche belles one handbell.

The " ij prche belles " may have been identical with the
bells seen here in 1703 by Bishop Nicolson, who however
does not mention their number. He says (Visitation, p.
18) .—
The Bell-Fry, or Frame of great timber whereon the Bells are hung,
is miserably rotten and decay'd; insomuch that the Ringers are in
continual hazard. I applied to Mr. Thomlinson and some others of
the chief Parishioners, that speedy care may be taken of this matter ;
and I hope to prevail on them to build a Stone Tower.

The bishop's use of the word " Bell-Fry ", as synonymous
with the " frame whereon the bells are hung ", is peculiar,
but not more at variance than the ordinary use of it is
with the word of which it is a corruption, viz. " bewfray,
beffroy ", a derivative of the German " berg-frit ", a tower
of
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of safety, having no etymological connection with bells
(Palmer's Folk Etymology).
Mr. Thomlinson, who with other chief parishioners was
to be prevailed upon to build a stone tower, is mentioned
with honour in Miss Kuper's paper on Dalston Parish
Registers (ante vii, 185) as " a public spirited man '', to
whom Bishop Smith as well as Bishop Nicolson " referred
on important occasions ". There is extant a MS. of his,
" full of quaint observations and details of family and
farm life ", entitled " The Book of Robert Thomlinson ",
on the first page of which is written :
Spare not, nor spend too much. Be this thy care :
Spare but to spend, and only spend to spare.

He did not " spend too much " on the project of a " stone
tower" ; which never came off. Yet it must not be assumed that he spent nothing in order to spare the ringers
their " continual hazard ". A close examination of the
west wall shews that it has been raised considerably above
its original height, and that its condition has at some time
been a matter of concern to the authorities ; for no less
than six buttresses support the wall so raised. Two of
these are later additions, on one of which is the date 1736,
so that the wall was raised, and four buttresses erected,
before 1736, probably soon after Bishop Nicolson's visit ;
to which time also we may perhaps assign the erection of
a double cot in which the bells now hang on the apex of
the west wall.
The bells now in the cot are :
Treble, diameter 22 inches, weight about 2½ cwt.
Tenor, diameter 26 inches, weight about 4 cwt.

They are rung from a chamber over the porch ; they were
formerly rung from the porch itself, as proved, during a
recent repair of the porch ceiling, by the discovery of holes
for the ropes.
The
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The treble, which is blank, was supplied by Mr. J. Blaylock, of Carlisle, about the year 1847, in place of a bell
which was cracked. An old ringer says it had long been
cracked by boys throwing stones at it ; had done so himself.
The tenor bears a shield*, on which are the initials R A,
with a bell between them, and is dated 1704 ; from which
it appears that the bishop's visit, though not resulting in
a new tower, was soon followed by the purchase of a new
bell. The same initials, with bell between, occur on other
Cumberland bells, sometimes with the word " Wiggan"
added ; and from the Caldbeck treble we learn that the
founder's surname was " Ashton ". The Rev. Theodore
Owen, of Manchester, says in a letter :I found R A, with bell between, and date 1703, at Llanfernien, Denbighshire; Luke Ashton, of Wigan, made the undated tenor of
Urswick, N. Lancashire ; and the second bell of Bolton-le-Sands, N.
Lancashire, was cast at Wigan in 1694.

Inquiry at Wigan, if the foundry there was of ancient
standing, might lead to identification of some of the
hitherto unknown founders of mediæval bells in the northern
counties.
The Dalston terrier of 1749, in its list of church goods,
has this item :—
Two Bells with their frames the one thought to weigh about two
hundred the other about three hundred.

The heavier of these, the weight of which is evidently
understated in the terrier, was of course the Wigan bell,
hung in 17o4, and still remaining. The other, probably
the bell replaced by the present treble, may also have been
a Wigan bell of the same date. But it is quite as likely
that only one new bell had to be procured in 1704, and
For engraved illustration of which see infra, p 249, under heading of Kirknarnpton.

that
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that the bell parted with in 1847 was identical, not only
with one of the terrier bells of 1749, but with one of the
bells seen by Bishop Nicolson in 1703, also with one of
the " ij prche belles '' of Edward VI's inventory, and was
even in 1552 a century old and more. It is a pity that,
when taken down in 1847, a record of its inscription, if it
had any, was not preserved.
The tenor is here toiled after, as well as before, a burial,
viz :—Four strokes for a man, three for a woman, two for
a boy (under twelve), and one for a girl. It is tolled when
the first sod is thrown on the coffin. The people then go
away.
The burial register has the following entries for the
year 1576 :—
January 24, Vidua Browne de Cardew drowned herselfe.
Martij 7, Richard Burnes hanged himself in a slipp.
Martij 25, Jhon Feddon paup was hanged in the bell rope.
Junij 7, John Feddon qui semet cultro jugulavit.

As to the death of " Jhon Feddon pauper " Miss Kuper
remarks :—
One is in doubt whether he was killed while ringing the church bells,
or committed suicide, though in that case it would surely be said he
hanged himself (ante vii, 163).

It certainly appears from the above entries as if Jhon
Feddon belonged to a suicidal family, and indeed to a
suicidal parish. But Miss Kuper's conclusion that, if he
committed suicide, " it would surely be said he hanged
himself ", seems fully borne out by the wording of the
three other entries, especially in the case of Richard
Burnes. As to the possibility of his being accidentally
" killed whilst ringing the bells ", it is true that men may
be, and have been, so killed. Mr. W. C. Parker, captain
of St. Stephen's (Carlisle) ringers, thus explains how a
fatal accident may occur
In
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In pulling the rope from what is called the back stroke or rope end
pull, a man who is not accustomed to ring may not stand in a proper
position, or may bend himself too far forward, so that the rope in
coming down might easily come on to his shoulder, coil behind his
neck and on the other shoulder, then come round under his chin,
when, as the bell went up, the rope would tighten round his neck,
and dislocate it instantly.

But, as all bells until several years later than 1576 were
only rung with half-wheels, and Dalston bells, then as
now, were doubtless small, it is unlikely that John Feddon
met his death in this way. If, then, he neither committed
suicide, nor was killed accidentally, how came he to be
” hanged in the bell-rope " ? Well, he lived in troublous
times, when even his neighbour at Rose Castle, the bishop
himself, stood a chance of getting hanged. Bishop Best
" received in 1564 a commission from Elizabeth, by which
he was empowered to arm himself and his dependents ; a
measure deemed necessary in consequence of the unsettled
and disturbed state of the diocese " (Whellan, p. 169).
Another account says that the bishop was commissioned
to arm " against the tumultuous and enraged populace
(Hutchinson, II, 629). In Jhon Feddon's case the " enraged populace " may have been the parish authorities,
who perhaps had recourse to the " bell-rope " as the easiest
and quickest means of getting rid of a " pauper ".
GATESGILL.
The bell here is 20 inches in diameter, and weighs
I cwt. 2 qr. 15 lbs. It is from the Loughborough foundry,
and inscribed :—
J TAYLOR & CO I677.

Mr. James Wilson, steward to Colonel Salkeld, supplies
the following information :-The annual picnic held at Gatesgill for many years yielded a profit
which was devoted to buying a chest of tea to be distributed among
the poor at Christmas. Whatever was saved went to a bell fund.
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Eventually a new bell was bought ; and the old one, which had no
interest, the church being quite modern, was sold as part price.

It is likely enough, though by no means to be taken for
granted, that the original bell was not older than the
church, which was built, as a chapel of ease to Raughton
Head, in 1869.
GRIN SDALE.
Burn and Nicolson, speaking of Grinsdale, say :-The church for many years laid totally in ruins, until Joseph Dacre
esquire the impropriator about the year 5743 rebuilt it at his own
expense. (B. & N. II, 227).

Mr. Joseph Dacre, of Kirklinton Hall, married Catherine,
third daughter of Sir George Fleming, Bart., bishop of
He probably gave • the bell described in the
Carlisle.
terrier of 1749 as
one bell thought to weigh about half a hundred.

This is about the weight of the one bell now at Grinsdale,
which Messrs. Green and Parker report as being 13 inches
in diameter, blank, and resembling the Beaumont bell both
as to shape of crown and metal loop surmounting the
canons. The shape of crown here referred to is "like a
policeman's helmet " (ante viii, 509). The occurrence of
a helmet-shaped crown on the Christ Church (Carlisle)
bell, cast in 1830 by " Burgess & Hayton " at the Carlisle
Cockpit Smithy (ib. p. 528), points to the inference that
the Beaumont and Grinsdale bells were cast at Carlisle ;
but at what time, as they are both blank, there is nothing
to shew. It may, however, be assumed that the Grinsdale bell was cast in or soon after 1743.
HIGHHEAD & IVEGILL.
Highhead chapel and Ivegill church are in the
same township; which from time immemorial has been
indiscriminately
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indiscriminately called Highhead or Ivegill; a township in
the parish of Dalston.
The chapel, until 1868 a chapel of ease to Dalston, was
originally built in 1358 (Hutchinson, II, 4.27 ; B. & N.,
II, 321). The county historians, however, omit to mention
that it was rebuilt in 1682, as is indicated by an inscription over the door :
CHRISTOPHER RICHMOND ESQ
EDWARD HASELL ESQ
ANNO DOMINI 1682.

A tablet on the outside of the east wall has an undated
inscription, but evidently belonging to the same time as
that over the door :
C R ESQ
E H ESQ
CHRISTOPHER ROBINSON CHARLES HALIN ROBERT
HARRISON JOHN MONCKHOUSE HUGH IRELAND
JOHN MASSON ROWLAND SIMPSON THOMAS
BRUMELL THOMAS HARRISON JOHN BRISCOE
GEORGE CLARKE BERN : BARTON JOHN BARTON
H R.

Whellan (p. 166), correctly describing the chapel as " a
plain and somewhat mean-looking building ", incorrectly
says it was " erected in 1836 upon the site of an older
building ". The present vicar of Ivegill and Highhead,
Canon Phillips, says it was " not rebuilt but only restored
in 1836 ", and that old inhabitants remember it as having
before that time " an open roof, and seats facing one
another".
The bell, hung in a cot on the west gable, is 141 inches
in diameter, weight about 9olbs, and bears this inscription :
1635 A D

I B S T

The date is preceded by incised marks of " herring-bone "
character. The cross is a cross-moline.
The stamp
between
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between A D and I B is a circle inclosing a cross, and
surrounded by projecting lines apparently representing the
rays of the sun. The letters A D and I B are plain Lombardic. A D may be intended for anno domini. I B, from
what is known of the inhabitants about that time, may
stand for John Briscoe, John Barton, or John Bewley.
S T, Roman capitals, and larger than the other letters,
may be the initials of the bell-founder. Two letters, 1W,
roughly incised on the crown, may be the initials of some
one who at a later period supplied the cast-iron headstock
which is rivetted to the crown without canons.
In 1868 the Rev. Arthur Emilius Hulton, who since
1853 had been curate of Highhead, built Ivegill church at
his own expense ; when a new ecclesiastical parish was
formed, consisting of the township of Highhead or Ivegill,
with that of Itonfield, taken from Hesket-in-the-Forest,
and Middlesceugh, a detached township of St. Mary's,
Carlisle. Mr. Hulton died September 13, 1868, having
only preached once in the new church, which was consecrated July 22 in the same year.
Ivegill church bell, which hangs in a closed cot on the
west gable, and is inaccessible, was most likely new in
1868.
Highhead chapel, which has never been parochial, is
now chapel of ease to Ivegill church.
HOLME EDEN.
The ecclesiastical district of Holme Eden was formed
by an order of Council dated October 15, 1845 " (Whellan,
p. 196), and comprises part of the parish of Wetheral and
part of Hayton. The church has a tower iio feet high,
containing one bell, described in the terrier of 1867 as
A large bell.

This bell is 31 inches in diameter, weighs about 6 cwt.,
and therefore, as Cumberland bells go, may be called
"large" :
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" large; though it would not be so considered in a ringing county. It is inscribed
R WATSON NEWCASTLE

184.

Below the inscription is a shield ; but whether bearing a
coat of arms, or the founder's stamp, I do not know.
We know as yet of but two other Newcastle bells n
this county, viz., one at Alston, recast by R. Watson in
1845, and one at Irthington, formerly reported as blank
(ante vi, 433), but now ascertained to bear this inscription :
THOMAS COOKSON NEWCASTLE 1812.

KIRKBAMPTON.
Two bells in double cot on west gable :-NO.

NOTE

I
2

•

DIANE.

WEIGHT

'

DATE

C

I71 in.

I¼ cwt. !

1883

B

19 in.

I⅜

1705

Cwt.

The treble, cast by Warner & Son at the Crescent Foundry,
Cripplegate, was given by the present rector on the
occasion of the restoration of the church in 1883. The

tenor, dated 1705, was cast by R. Ashton, of Wigan,
between whose initials, as on the Dalston tenor (ante p 243),
there is the stamp of a bell, engraved
size in the
accompanying
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accompanying illustration. Bishop Nicolson, who was
here on July 2, 1703, says (Visitation, p. 20) :
One of the bells (the larger of the two is crack'd ; and has been laici
aside for above 20 years.

Its recasting, but for the bishops visit, might have been
yet 20 years or more postponed ; for in Cumberland country
parishes in those days the status quo had great vitality.
How long the other bell seen by Bishop Nicolson remained
there is nothing to show, as the terriers have no mention
of church goods. It has not been extant within living
memory, but has left its mark, as the present rector reports,
on " the stones of the western gable inside, which are
quite worn into a groove by a chain rubbing against them,
and more so than in the opening which contains the bell
of 1705 ".
In 1552 a single line sufficed for the inventory of church
goods here :—
BANTON. —Item iij vestements a chales of tyn.

The paper is torn off on the right hand side after the word
" tyn ", so that we cannot say whether " Banton ", as
Kirkbampton is here called, had any bells in 1552. But
its " chales of tyn " indicates extreme poverty, perhaps
due to border raids ; and it is as likely as not that it was
without a bell.
Here, as at Dalston, Bowness-on-Solway, Burgh-bySands, and some other Cumberland churches, one of the
hells is tolled after as well as before a burial.
KIRKBRIDE.
In 1749, according to the terrier of that year, there
were at this church
two small bells.

All subsequent terriers mention only
one bell.
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It hangs in a cot on the west gable, and has not been
specially examined for purpose of description, but is reported as " appearing to be about 20 inches in diameter,
and thought to be blank ".
There are here the usages of death-knell, after-burial
bell, and early Sunday morning bell at 8.
ORTON.
In 1552 there were belonging to this church
ij bells one hand bell.

In 1749, according to terrier of that year, they had
dwindled to
one Bell thought to weigh a hundred and a half.

Nor does any later terrier mention more than one.
The present bell is 17 inches diameter, weight about r
cwt., note D, inscribed :
THOMAS HOLMES & THOMAS NIXON 1753.

These two men, as shewn by their signatures to the presentments for 1752-3, were the churchwardens for that
year.
The present rector, the Rev. W. J. Gilbanks, informs
me that there is here the usage of " early Sunday morning
bell at 9 ; no death knell ; call bell occasionally rung by
request when the bidding, i.e., invitation to a funeral, is
going on ''.
Bishop Nicolson is said to have been a native of this
parish. Burn & Nicolson say :He was born at Orton, near Carlisle, where his father Mr. Joseph
Nicolson, formerly of Queen's College in Oxford, was then rector. In
1670, being then 15 years of age, he was admitted member of the said
college. (B. & N. II, 293).

The statement that his father was rector of Orton is
repeated by other local historians, e.g., Hutchinson (II,
634), Lysons (p. 143), and Jefferson (History of Carlisle, p.
233,
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233). Yet Burn & Nicolson, in their account of Plumbland parish, after mentioning that Lancelot Fletcher,
rector of Plumbland, was among the contributors of provisions for the garrison of Carlisle during the seige, say :The next incumbent was Joseph Nicolson, who was ejected by Cromwell's commissioners, and during the usurpation lived retired at his
maternal inheritance at Park Brow in the parish of Stanwix, and on
the coming in of King Charles the Second was restored. He was
father of Dr. William Nicolson, bishop of Carlisle. (B. & N. II, rzo).
It is evident, then, that in 1655, in which year the future
bishop was born, Mr. Joseph Nicolson was not rector of
Orton ; and it is odd that such a mistake should appear in
Burn & Nicolson's history, as Nicolson was the bishop's
nephew. Mr. Gilbanks, in his paper on the Orton
Registers, says :The tradition that Bishop Nicolson was born in the rectory house at
Orton must, unless further testimony be forthcoming, remain a
tradition with a doubt (ante, viii, 254).
He was probably born and baptized at Stanwix ; but, if so,
the fact cannot be verified, as neither the register at Stanwix nor the transcripts in the episcopal registry reach back
as far as 1655.
ROCLI FF.
The terrier of 1749 mentions
one bell weighing

near one

hundred weight.

Four years later this bell was superseded by one of 15.
inches diameter, weight about 98 lbs, inscribed only with
date : 1753. Whellan, who begins his list of Rocliff incumbents with " William Robinson 1754'', says (p, 178)
that " previously to 1754 it seems not to have been a
benefice but a mere curacy under the dean and chapter of
Carlisle''. Whatever it was, previously to 1754, Mr.
Robinson held it, as may be seen from his signature to
transcripts and presentments. He was probably a minor
canon of Carlisle, and resided there till he died in 1780 ;
for
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for in 1777 there was still at Rocliff " neither house nor
glebe " (B. & N. II, 223). It was in his time that the bell
dated 1753 was procured. In the same year " an allotment
of '200 of Queen Anne's Bounty fell to this church " (ib).
If it was on the strength of this windfall that the curacy
was transformed into an incumbency, and a bell put up to
celebrate the event, these arrangements were premature ;
as Burn and Nicolson, writing in 1777, state that the
allotment " still remains in the hands of the Governors
undisposed of" (ib). The sole benefit, then, to Mr.
Robinson from this matter seems to have been a new bell,
wherewith to ring himself in on the occasion of his induction as first incumbent of Rocliff. This bell is no longer
in use at the church, having been transferred to the schoolroom. Messrs. Green and Parker report it as long-waisted;
not after the fashion of long-waisted mediæval bells, as at
Burgh-by-Sands, the waists of which are nearly perpendicular ; but with long slope from crown to soundbow.
There is a bell of similar shape, dated 1750, at Cumrew.
Both were probably cast at some local foundry, perhaps
at Carlisle.
Rocliff church was rebuilt in t848, and has now a bell
291 inches in diameter, weight about 54 cwt., inscribed in
Roman capitals :
QUOS CONVOCO SALVOS FAC DOMiNE.

This bell, which bears no date or founder's name, and is
described as evidently modern, probably superseded the
old bell in 1848. It is rung as invitation or call bell,
if wanted, between 8 and q a.m. on the clay of a funeral,
Mr. R. S. Ferguson, in a note to Miss Powley's paper
on " The Curfew Bell in Cumberland and Westmorland
says :
At Rocliffe an eight o'clock bell is rung under the name of the ' Curfew
Bell '; but this custom dates back only to the rebuilding of the
church (ante iii, 1 33)•

The
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The only instance in Cumberland of the curfew as a survival is at Penrith. The Carlisle Corporation accounts
contain entries of this kind :-1603. Itm unto henry Warwicke for
curfewe bell
1614. Itm to Ralf Kidd for ringinge
xiiis. iiijd.
8 of ye clocke

In later years the hour was changed to " ix of ye clocke
But the Carlisle curfew ceased during the civil war, and
has never been revived.
ROSE CASTLE.
The chapel bell here, 151 inches diameter, weight about
r cwt., is blank; probably given, in place of an older bell,

by Dr. Percy, bishop of Carlisle from 1828 to 1856, who
made all things new at Rose. It hangs in a cot, on the
tower built in the 15th century by Bishop Richard Bell,
whose rebus, the letter R cut in stone with a bell hanging
under it, is on a cornice of the tower ; for illustration of
which see Bp. Nicolson's " Miscellany Accounts of Carlile
Diocese " (p. 106).
SCOTBY.
The township of Scotby, in the parish of Wetheral, was
made an ecclesiastical district in 1855. Its church has a
tower, which contains a hemispherical bell, 22 inches in
diameter, weight about i cwt, the weight of a hemispherical bell being less in proportion to its diameter than
that of one of the ordinary shape. Mr. W. C. Parker repot is
it as
attached to a wooden beam by one iron bolt, and not swung, but
struck on the outside by a hammer, which has a hollow head, in
which is inserted a wooden block.

It has, round the rim about an inch from the lip, the
following inscription :—
cì
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G MEARS FOUNDER LONDON
THIS CHURCH WAS FOUNDED BY GEORGE HEAD HEAD
A D 1855.

The date is that of the building of the church, which was
consecrated on September 14th, 1855. The bell must have
been procured a few years later, since in 1855 the Whitechapel foundry was held by C. & G. Mears, the latter of
whom did not become sole proprietor, at all events his
name did not appear alone on Whitechapel bells, till 1858.
The church was built at the expense of the late Mr. G. H.
Head, of Rickerby, upon ground given by Mr. David
Hodgson, who with other friends gave the endowment
(Whellan, p. 197).
SEBERGHAM.
The terrier of 1749 mentions " two bells " as belonging
to Sebergham church in that year, but says nothing about
their weight.
The present vicar, in a paper contributed to the
Gatesgill Chronicle " of June 1882, referring to the restoration of the church in 1825-6, says :
A tower was then built at the west end. and a fairly good bell placed
in it.

He adds that the tower was erected in the face of consider.
able opposition from some of the parishioners, and on the
first Sunday that the church was opened after this new
addition the following protest was found nailed to the
church door :
The priest and the miller built the church steeple
Without the consent or goodwill of the people.
A tax to collect they tried to impose
In defiance of right and subversion of laws.
The matter remains in a state of suspension,
And likely to be a sad bone of contention.
If concession be made to agree with us all
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Let the tax be applied to build the church wall.
Church yard wall now in a ruinous state.
Sebergham High Bound,
July I2, 1826.

The " priest " was the Rev. J. Heysham, instituted in
1823, the first resident incumbent since 1768 (Whellan, p.
250). The " miller " was Mr. Thomas Hayton, of Crookholme Mill, Sebergham.
The following letter, preserved among the parish documents, belongs to an early stage of negotiations for the
new bell :--To Rev. Mr. Heysham.
Sir,—'We herewith enclose you a statement as near as we possibly
can ascertain of Two Bells. No 1, 29 inches diam,, 450 lbs. No a.
24 inches diam., 200 lbs. St. Cuthbert's bell is 321-inches diam., and
we are informed it weighs 700 lbs. The Bell at Stanwix is 26 diam..
and they say 200 lbs. But I am of opinion it is 300 lbs.
Yours, T. Burgess & Co.,
Carlisle, Feb. 24, 1826.

The Stanwix bell, which was the same then as now, is
" 28 inches in diameter, and therefore weighs about 5 cwt "
(ante, vii, 235). But even had it been only 26 inches in
diameter, as represented in this letter, it would have
weighed nearly half as much again as the 300 lbs. assigned
to it by the opinion of Mr. Burgess. His estimate of
" No. 1, 29 inches diam., 45o lbs ", however, exactly
coincides with the weight of a bell of 29 inches diam., as
given in Messrs. Taylor's " Bell Catalogue ".
The founders' invoice, dated May 13, 1826, addressed to
Mr. Hayton, and signed " Burgess and Insall '', thus
describes the hell cast for " the Parish of Cebereron "
To a church bell, 441. 1bs at

as per lb, £44

od.

The hanging and other expenses raised the total cost to
19s. 1 rd., by the
following allowance for two old hells :
;651 8s. id., which was reduced to

Small bell from Cebehron 84 lbs at 12d
from Hisketh 53 lbs at sod
Do

4 4 0
242

These
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These would seem to be the " two bells " mentioned in the
terrier of 1749, But what is meant by one of them being
" from Hisketh " I do not know.
The bell cast by " Burgess and Insall " still remains.
It is 29 inches in diameter, and bears no inscription but
the date : 1826. It is thus described in the terrier of 1828,
signed by " J. Heysham, perpetual curate, Thomas Hayton and John Bulman, churchwardens":
One large bell weighing four hundred and fourty-four pounds and
purchased by subscriptions in the year one thousand eight hundred
and twenty-six.

It is seldom that a terrier ventures beyond stating that a
bell is " about ", or is " thought to be ", such and such a
weight, and it seems rather odd that one professing to give
the precise weight should not agree exactly with the
founders' invoice.
The fact that this bell was " purchased by subscriptions " indicates considerable pertinacity on the part of
" the priest and the miller" ; who, according to the local
poet, when " a tax they tried to impose " for building the
"church steeple ", had suffered defeat from the parishioners.
The tower, then, must have been paid for by subscription ;
yet they had enough money to spare for a new bell. It is
probable, however, that the " miller ", if not the " priest ",
only wanted the tower for the sake of the bell, and may
have had himself to bear a considerable part of the cost ;
which, if bells were his hobby, he would not grudge. This
view of the case is supported by the circumstance of his
succeeding Insall, two or three years later, as partner to
Burgess, at the Cockpit Smithy, where the Sebergham bell
was cast. The names BURGESS & HAYTON occur on
several Cumberland bells of the period 1830-3, e.g. Hayton,
Stapleton, Christchurch (Carlisle), and Wetheral.
Mr. Hayton was the donor of the Sebergham school
bell, which is 74 inches in diameter, and blank.
THURSBY.
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THURSBY.
The church, dedicated to St. Andrew, was rebuilt in
1846, and a ring of six bells, from the Whitechapel foundry,
placed in the tower. The present vicar, the Rev. W.
Golling, says that the old church, consisting of nave,
south aisle, and a very large chancel higher than the nave,
was thought to be so dilapidated as to be on the point of
falling to pieces ; but its walls, which were very thick,
were found to be so strong that gunpowder had to be used
to blow them down. Whellan, speaking of the new church,
says (p. 251) :The funds for its construction were raised by a rate of 3s. 6d. in the

pound, aided by £5oo left by the late Sir John Brisco. The cost of
the bells was defrayed by a separate rate.

Mr. Golling, however, states that the cost of only two of
the bells was defrayed by a rate, the other four being given
by Sir Wastell Brisco, son and successor of Sir John.
The frame of the bells and all the other woodwork in the
belfry are of the old oak of the former church. On each
of the bells is inscribed :—
C & G MEARS FOUNDERS LONDON 1846.

The weights in the following table have been supplied
from the foundry :—

Treble
No. 2.
No. 3.
No. 4.
No. 5.
Tenor

NOTE

DIAMETER

cwt. qr. lbs.

F#
E
D
C#
B
A

251= inches
26 inches
271 inches
29 inches
311 inches
341 inches

3 3
9
3 3 21
18
4 1
5 o 1o
6 o
7 o 16

These bells are the lightest ring of six in Cumberland.
There
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There are, however, only twelve churches in the county
which have as many as six bells.
There was only one old bell remaining at the church
when the new bells were ordered. It was sent to the
foundry, the present proprietor of which says it weighed
I cwt. 3 qrs. 21lbs. Whether it had any inscription he
does not know.
Edward VI's Inventory of Church Goods reports as belonging to " Thurisbie " in 1552
ij litill belles.

Bishop Nicolson, on June 18, 1703, found
one of the Bells broken.

The terrier of 1749 has this item :
Two Bells with their frames.

That of 1828 :
One bell with its frame One broken bell.

It is uncertain, then, whether the bell sent to the Whitechapel foundry in 1846 was ancient.
There is here the usage of the early Sunday morning
bell, at 9-30. On the morning of the day before a funeral,
if the whole parish is invited to attend, the tenor is rung
as the " bidding " bell.
U PPE RBY.
This parish, comprising several townships of the ancient
parish of St. Cuthbert's, Carlisle, was formed into a legal
district for ecclesiastical purposes in 1846; in which year
the church, erected by subscription in 1840, was consecrated (Whellan, pp. 18 4-5).
Mr. NN'. C. Parker reports the bell, which is hung in the
tower and rung by a wheel, as 204 inches in diameter,
weighing therefore about 2⅛ cwt. ; with " helmet shaped
crown ", like the bells at Beaumont, Grinsdale, Christ
church (Carlisle), and Carlisle gaol ; inscribed only with
date :
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date : 1840. The figure 4 is reversed ; an unusal circumstance at so modern a date.
The death knell, without " tellers ", is tolled here.
People are bidden to funerals by a person going round the
village ; sometimes, when he has to go to the farmers, on
horseback.
WARWICK.
Bishop Nicolson, when he visited Warwick, on July 30,
1703, found
no Monuments, of any Kind, either in ye Church or Churchyard
(p 51).
Nor was he at all favourably impressed with anything he
did find there, including the bell and its gear, of which he
says :
There has formerly been a Square Tower at the West End ; but, at
present they have only a pittiful Lodgement for a single little Bell.
Hutchinson (vol I, p 155), quoting from " Pennant's Tour",
published in 1760, says the church " once extended above
21 foot further west, there being still at that end a good
round arch, now filled up ". The tower, then, like the
arch, may have been Norman. The " pittiful lodgement ",
which succeeded it as a receptacle for the bell, was a cot
on the west gable of the nave, as shewn in a photograph
prefixed to a circular (appealing for funds to restore the
church) issued in 1868 by the present vicar of Wetheral,
with which parish Warwick has ever since 1542 been
ecclesiastically united. It was intended, if funds permitted,
to reopen the arch, extending the church westward on the
old foundation, adding " a south-west doorway and western
spirelet ". The framework of the bell, however, is now
fixed against the west wall of the church. The bell seen
by Bp. Nicolson has disappeared, and in its place there is
one 171 inches in diameter, weighing about 13 cwt, with
a band of conventional foliage round its shoulder, and on
its waist nothing but a date : 1818.

WAVERTON.
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WAVERTON.
A township of Wigton parish. Church built in 1855.
The present bell, 14 inches diameter, weight 64 lbs,
cast by J Warner & Son in 1884, was given by Mr. Edwin
Banks when the church was repaired in that year.
Mr. Edwin Banks, of Highmoor, Wigton, the donor of
this bell and of the Silloth tenor, is an enthusiast in the
matter of bells. A carillon of nine bells, total weight
about 9 tons, cast by Severin Van Aerschodt, of Louvain, will shortly be placed in the clock tower at Highmoor, which has been strengthened to receive them.
Besides these there will be the hour bell, 7 ft. 5 inches
diameter, weighing nearly 9 tons, cast by Messrs.
Taylor. These bells will form a remarkable company,
the hour bell taking rank as fourth among the great
bells of England, as will be seen from the following
table :—
BELL

Great Paul
Big Ben
Peter of York
Joe of Highmoor
Tom of Oxford

NOTE

E2
E
F
A2
A

TONS CWT OR

16 14 2
13 10 3
TO

15

o

8 16 o
7 12 0

FOUNDER

J Taylor
G Mears
C & G Mears
J Taylor
C Hodgson

DATE

1882
1857
1845
1886
1676

WETHERAL.
There is in Wetheral church tower only one bell, 332
inches in diameter, weighing about 8 cwt., inscribed :BURGESS & HAYTON FOUNDERS CARLISLE
1833
REV MR STANGER HENRY HOWARD ESQ
CHURCHWARDENS
WM ROBINSON
R D IRVING
JOHN DOBINSON
GOE LITTLE
This
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This is the largest and latest example, as yet known, of a
bell inscribed with the names of Burgess and Hayton.
Their partnership, which began in 1829, or thereabout,
did not last long. It probably ceased soon after the removal of the foundry from the Cockpit Smithy to Water
Lane, where the Wetheral bell is known to have been
cast (ante VI, 430). Mr. Hayton, who since 1829 had
lived in Carlisle, then returned to Sebergham, where he
died on February 26th, 1882, aged 8o (Gatesgill Chronicle,
July, 1883). In Steele's Carlisle Directory for 1837 Thos
Burgess appears as sole proprietor of the Water Lane
premises, then known as the Waterloo Foundry ; which
name was transferred by a later proprietor to new premises
in Botchergate, where the business is still carried on. It
is probable that several of the bells in Cumberland which
bear only a date were cast by Burgess, who seems never
to have put his name on a bell except whilst in partnership with Hayton. In 1826 the firm was " Burgess and
Insall " (ante, p. 256).
The " Rev Mr Stanger " was vicar of Wetheral for 58
Years, and his predecessor, George Gilbanks, had been
vicar almost as long, the two together covering more than
a century.
" Henry Howard Esq ", of Corby Castle, was born in
1757, and " died March 1, 1840, in the enjoyment of the
highest reputation for piety, patriotism, and virtue, and
was not less distinguished by his courtesy and kindness
than by his literary attainments and correct taste "
(Whellan, p. 195). Evidence of his correct taste may be
seen in the monument which he erected to the memory of
his wife in the chapel which he added in 1791 to the
chancel of Wetheral church, " executed by the celebrated
sculptor Nollekins, and declared by competent judges to
be the finest modern piece of sculpture in England " (ib, p.
189). Nor was his good taste less evident in his care for
ancient monuments than in his erection of new. He
communicated
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communicated to the Society of Antiquaries an accurate
fac-simile of the Runic inscription on the western side of
Bewcastle cross (Archæologia, XIV, 48), which Bishop
Nicoison had tried in vain to decipher (Bp. N's Visitation,
p. 56). He also endeavoured, unfortunately without success, to save from further destruction the ruins of Wetheral
Priory. " What was left of this edifice by the zealots of
Henry VIII's days was demolished, except the gateway,
or lodge, by the dean and chapter of Carlisle, who built a
prebendal house &c. in Carlisle with the materials. When
this was in agitation Mr. Howard offered a sufficient
compensation if they would suffer the building to stand ;
but his proposition was rejected " (Hutchinson, vol. I,
p. 156).
Mr. George Little, whose christian name the bellfounders carelessly abbreviated into " Goe ", was not one
of the churchwardens in 1833, but acted for his son, John
Little, now of Watchcross.
Mr. John Little says that the cost of the bell was £40
and the metal of a former bell, which had long been
cracked. The former bell, then, if long cracked in 1833,
was not long sound, since Hutchinson, speaking of
Wetheral church in 1794, says (vol. I, p. 196) :In 1789 and 1790 the whole was flagged, stalled, plaistered, and
ceiled, and the tower was built, furnished with four spires, and a new
bell hung therein.

The terrier of 1777 has no inventory of church goods.
That of 1749 mentions " two bells " ; which, as there was
then no tower, doubtless hung in a double cot on the west
gable.
On the east gable of the nave there still remains the
ancient cot which once held the sanctus bell. Long
vacant, probably ever since the reign of Elizabeth, it now
contains a small bell, procured when the church was
restored in 1882.
There
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There is extant at the Record Office a MS which gives
some information concerning the bells of Wetheral Priory,
which were confiscated when the priory was suppressed in
1538. This document is the report of the commissioners
appointed in 3 and 4 Philip and Mary, A D 1554-5, to
inquire what had become of the lead and bells of certain
Cumberland and Westmorland monasteries dissolved in
the reign of Henry VIII. Among the instructions issued
to the commissioners was this :—
Item to enquire whether the iij Bells of the Late Cell of Wetheral
weying vi C pound weight do remayne wthin the same Churche or
ells were sold by any of the said layte Receyvors Willm Grene or
Richard Bonnye or any other or ells what became of them.

To this item of inquiry the commissioners in their report
made the following answer:—
Lancelot Saulkelde clark Deane of the Catherall Churche of Carlyle
saythe that one bell of the thre bells pteyning to the layte sell of
Wetherell came to Carlysle whiche bell was hanged uppon the walle
called Springall Tower in Carlyle to call the workmen to worke
at the making of the new cytydall in Carlyle and mending of
the castell ther but what the weyght of the said Bell was he knoweth
not And for the other two bells the said Lancelot Saulkelde clothe
confesse hym self that they remayne in a house in Wetherall for the
Quenes mats use unbroken to be delyuered when yt shall please her
grace to comaunde anye of her councell to call for the same two bells
And as towching the weight of the sayd two bells he doth not
certaynlye knowe albeit he dothe esteme the said two bells to be fyve
hundredth pounce weight and further he knowethe not.
Lancelot Salkeld, the last prior of Carlisle, and appointed
the first dean by the foundation charter of Henry VIII,
in which office he remained until the end of Henry's
reign, was a younger son of the Salkelds of Corby Castle.
He was ejected from the deanery by Edward VI, restored to it by Mary, and again ejected by Elizabeth.
The Salkelds held Corby manor and castle from 1335 to
1624, when they sold them to Lord William Howard.
WIGTON
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WIGTON.
The vestry, on March 24, 1788, in which year the parish
church was rebuilt, passed the following resolution :That

one Bell is proper and necessary to be provided for the use of
the parish Church of Wigton now rebuilding and that the sd Bell be
of sufficient weight that its sound may be distinctly heard throughout the parish that the weight thereof be 1200 lb or thereabout and
that the Churchwardens and the Committee named in the Faculty
for building the sd Church be authorised and requested to give order
for such Bell with all appurtenances making due enquiry how and of
whom the same may be purchased to best advantage and that the
payment for sd Bell shall be provided for out of the Church Rates
in such manner as is the payment of the Contract for building the
new Church.

The " due enquiry " made by the churchwardens and
committee resulted in their having recourse to the Whitechapel foundry ; from which they ordered a bell, note G,
41 inches in diameter, and therefore weighing about 131
cwt., i.e., 1568 lbs. thus exceeding their instructions by
nearly 4 cwt. But, if called to account by the vestry for
such excess of zeal, no doubt they replied :—` Well, but
you wanted a bell of sufficient weight that its sound may be
distinctly heard throughout the parish ; and the parish is
large '. And they might, or could, or should have added :
Wigton has now the honour of possessing the biggest bell
that is in any Cumberland parish church '. To this day,
leaving out the cathedral, as not being a parish church,
the weight of the Wigton bell is only exceeded by that of
the tenors in the rings of eight, and by that of the seventh
and eighth bells at Silloth.
It has on its shoulder the following names :—
THE REVD WILFRID CLARKE VICAR.
CHURCHWARDENS
JNO ATKINSON
JOSEPH ISMAY
JNO MESSENGER

ROBT MURRAY.

On
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On its waist is :—
W & T MEARS OF LONDON FECIT 1789
LATE LESTER PACK & CHAPMAN.
William Mears, the first of his family who had anything
to do with the Whitechapel foundry, became connected
with it in the following way :In 1762 Lester and Pack, the then proprietors, having to recast the
great bell of Canterbury cathedral, found it more convenient to do
the work on the spot than to carry the bell to London and back
again. William Chapman, Lester's nephew, was accordingly sent
down to perform the task. It was whilst engaged in this business
that Chapman saw among the bystanders a young man who seemed
to take great interest in the proceedings, and he offered to take him
back to London and teach him to be a bell-founder. This was W.
Mears ; he accepted the invitation, and went to London with Chapman to learn his profession. (Tyssen's Sussex Bells, p. 40).
On Lester's death, in 1769, the firm became " Pack & Chapman " ; on Pack's death, in 1731, Chapman took W. Mears
into partnership; Chapman's death, in 1783, left W. Mears
sole proprietor; and in 1787 the firm became " W. & T.
Mears ". Chapman, whatever else he may have taught
W. Mears, did not teach him Latin, though he himself and
Pack had, after several years, managed " to discover that
the FECIT of their earlier bells should give place to
FECERUNT " (ante, VII, 2 35).
Bishop Nicolson, who visited Wigton on July 7, 1703,
says (Visitation, p. 23) :They have two small Bells in a good Square Steeple.
The terrier of 1749 has this item :Two Bells with their frames.
That of 1777 has no inventory of church goods. The
" two small bells ", seen by the bishop in 1703, probably
remained until superseded in 1788 by the bell which was
to be " heard throughout the parish ". Nearly all Cumberland churches had formerly, and many still have, two
small
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small bells, the largest seldom weighing as much as 3 cwt.
That this has been so from time immemorial may be seen
by reference to Edward VI's Inventory of Church Goods
in 1552 ; the Cumberland portion of which is published in
Vol. VIII, (pp. 186-204), of these Transactions. The
Cumberland Inventory does not give the weights ; but it
only applies the epithet " gret " to the bells of eight
churches, and we know from the mediæval bells which
still remain in the county how small, as a rule, most of
the ancient Cumberland bells must have been. In the
midland and southern counties the ancient bells were not
only more numerous, but much heavier ; so heavy, indeed,
that when change-ringing began to be prevalent, for the
requirements of which it was necessary to increase the
number of bells in a ring, it was found to be the cheapest
plan to recast the whole ring, say, from three or four heavy
bells into six lighter. In Cumberland, where the ancient
bells were small, the process has been reversed. In many
places the " two small bells " have been recast into one
larger ; sometimes, as at Wigton, though this is an extreme
case, with a good deal of new metal added. Both of these
processes have tended to diminish the number of ancient
bells. It may be possible to prevent further spread of the
mischief. Cumberland folk are proverbially slow to take
to anything new ; and, if once their sympathy be enlisted
on behalf of bells which have called their fore-elders to
church for 500 years or more, they may be unwilling to
discard them, even for a big new bell, warranted to make
itself heard all over the parish.
But Wigton has already got its big bell; no longer new,
however, but now almost a centenarian. It has tolled the
death knell of all who took part in relegating its two
" small " predecessors to the Whitechapel furnace. Those
were pre-archæological days, and the vestry of 1788 had
every excuse for what they did. At all events, whilst they
were about it, they got a thoroughly good bell, worthy to
be
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be the tenor of a ring of eight. Their descendants, if
unable to see their way to a ring of eight or even of six,
would do well to act on the following advice :If it is not possible to obtain a good peal of six or eight, why not be
content with a really good tenor and one bell next above it ? Nothing
can be grander than two good bells chiming thus together; witness
the two bells rung daily for service at Magdalen and New College,
Oxon. (Ellacombe's Devonshire Bells, pp. 9, io).
The proposer of this arrangement, the Rev. H. J. Ellacombe, late rector of Clyst St. George, Devon, was not
only the most eminent campanist of his day, but also an
accomplished ringer.
The death knell is tolled at Wigton in case of death of
an old inhabitant ; and the bell is rung at 8 and 9 on
Sunday mornings.
WREAY.
Wreay is an ancient chapelry in the parish of St. Mary's,
Carlisle ; to which, by order of Council, dated January 14,
1868, were added portions of the parishes of Upperby and
Hesket-in-the-Forest, and the whole was constituted a
consolidated chapelry.
The terriers of 1749 and 1777 mention
one small bell.

The present bell, which is blank, 13 inches in diameter,
weight about 62 lbs., is small enough to answer this description, but was probably given when
the chapel was rebuilt in 1843, at a cost of about £1,3oo ; the whole
of, which sum, with the exception of a small donation from the
patrons of the living, and the contributions of a few friends, was
defrayed by Mrs. Losh of Woodside. (Whelan, p. 147).

At the cemetery a short distance from the chapel there is
a cracked cast iron bell, blank, 15 inches in diameter,
weight about i cwt.
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